Echo The Copycat (Goddess Girls)
In this nineteenth Goddess Girls adventure a new forest-mountain nymph shows up at Mount Olympus Academy and tries to fit. Echo is a forest-mountain nymph and the new girl at Mount Olympus Academy. She is a little nervous, so she tries to mimic all of the gestures, expressions, and slang of the cool MOA students. While imitation is supposed to be the best form of flattery, Echo’s chattiness doesn’t exactly endear her to her fellow classmates. “In fact, it has the opposite effect! Will she be able to find a way to be herself and become friends with the students around her?”
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**Customer Reviews**

Goddess Girls â “Echo The CopyCat” by Joan Holub & Suzanne Williams I have read The Goddess Girls â “Echo the CopyCat,” Its an adventurous story about a forest-mountain nymph who was trying to find her way and wasn’t sure who she really was. Echo struggles to find her own identity, but along the way she copycats words, clothing, and styles in fashion magazines to feel special. Unfortunately her classmates feel differently about her copy cat attitude. For Echo it brings more heartache and confusion in the process and in her struggles she forgets to do the one
important thing of all, to chant a protection spell for her beloved tree Firheart. Now Echo is on a quest to Mount Olympus Academy to get help to bring Firnheart back. I think this book is great to read, Joan & Suzanne have brought mythical characters to young readers and made it fun to learn the names of each character and gave each fun role. It also teaches about vanity, and the negative that can come when forget who we are underneath. I mean sure we all like to look at ourselves in the mirror each morning or every now and then, but when a person is obsessed about oneself then it becomes a bit too much. I’m sure almost everyone knows or use to know someone of that nature, I know I did. As like the character Narcissis, the authors used a self absorbed youth in mythology to show where too much of ones desire gets you. He’s a character one loves to hate, just like Echo who was absorb in impressing her classmates she forgot about her first duty, to protect her beloved tree. In her quest as she got sidetrack a few times all I could think about was poor Firnheart.
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